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EXPERIENCE SNAPSHOT

Total Gallery Visits

1,845

TOPLINE RESULTS

Total Wine Pours

1,921

Estimated Unique
Attendees
549

Estimated  Visitor
Share
46%

Average of 461
visits per night
(total of four

Fridays)

Average of 137
unique attendees

per night
(total of four Fridays)

Visitor share
ranged from
62% to 32%

RESORT OCCUPANCY OVER
EVENT DATES *

* Resort occupancy includes all paid  room nights over event dates.
Not all room nights are attributable to the event.

ATTENDEE PARTICIPATION

Tourism Whistler Channels

MARKETING DETAILS

Average of 480
pours per night

(total of four
Fridays)

103
130

163 152

Oct 5

Oct 12

Oct 19

Oct 26

61%

62%

66%

44%

When resort occupancy was highest (more visitors
staying overnight in Whistler) there was a higher
ratio of visitors attending the Wine Walks

Print and Online Campaigns

Designated tab on Whistler.com/arts
Homepage title/link on Whistler.com (1 week)
Listed in whistler.com events calendar (5 weeks)
Email to Whistler Insider Newsletter Subscribers
@GoWhistler Social Channels (5 weeks)
Whistler Insider's Blog featuring Wine Walks
Included in 'Fall in Love with Whistler' press release

Included in Arts, Heritage & Culture campaign
(6 weeks)
Included in 'This Week In Whistler' in the
Vancouver Sun + Province

Estimated # of
Stops per Attendee

3.34
The majority of
attendees were

estimated to have
visited all stops

Partner Promotions
Included in eblast to Cornucopia database
Included in eblast to Audain database
Promotion poster at Audain event

 

Top Channels Used by Participating Venues

Attendees came specifically to see artists
Social and lively vibe
Attendees asking a lot of questions about
the art and community
Live music was well received, people
stayed to the end
Live artists, being able to speak to them,
was a big draw
Interactive options were engaging
(e.g. make your own)
Some small sales

  

Facebook Newsletter Emails Instagram Twitter

86% 86%
64% 57%

21%

Oct 5 Oct 12 Oct 19 Oct 26

Unique Attendees
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Whistler Wine Walk 2018
BUDGET OVERVIEW

ADDITIONAL BUDGET DETAILS

The average cost per venue, per night (15
in total across four Fridays) was $1,556

Overall Cost of Wine Walk
(all four nights)

$23,350

$43
Cost per Unique
Attendee

3%

Décor

6%

Marketing

91%

Food &
Beverage

Wine, food, labour,
fees, and taxes

Flower and table
arrangements

Posters, sandwich
boards, passport

cards

Average Cost
per Event

$1,556

-6%

Cost Shares
Venue Buy-Ins

($-1,400)

F&B Breakdown

226 Bottles of Wine
900 Canapes

The cost per attendee (estimated total of
549 unique participants) was $43

91% of the budget was put towards food
and beverage costs. Within that cost, 226
bottles of wine and 900 canapes were
purchased
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Whistler Wine Walk 2018
OVERALL SATISFACTION AMONG VENUES

FEEDBACK AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE EVENTS
More wine, food and wine glasses at each venue.

  
Is there a way to get 'Art' in the title?

 
We would love to see this biannually in May and October. 

  
Big thanks to the Audain for featuring art by the other
locations every week and to Whistler Cooks for making the
bar service and appies such a breeze.

 
Notice of the dates early enough to select the right
exhibition would be helpful.

 
Collect more contact information - the gallery was full of
guests and we did have a guest book out, but it was a bit
too busy for it.

  
It's important to have a venue host - it was really
worthwhile to interact with all the guests and share
stories/anwer questions about the exhibition. People
seemed to love the experience and really appreciated
the wine.

  
It all ran smoothly.

Very Satisfied79%
21% Satisfied

Overall, all participating venues were
satisfied with the events on each
Friday of October

Love it! It's such a great way for people to discover new spots
around town, everyone we talked to was having such a great
time. I'd love to see the program expand and continue through
the winter.

 
We did start to see more locals, but many we talked to had
never stepped foot in our building or hadn’t in a long time,
others were self-described as “not into the arts” but we’re really
into the exhibits and the experience – some of whom even
bought art from the show or from our gift shop!

 
Hold the event in the Winter (high season) periods. IE: Park City
Utah, and other ski towns, they all have a lively art scene and
weekly walks.

  
I honestly think it was one of the best initiatives we’ve been a
part of in a long time and truly hope we can build on the
momentum.

  
...a wonderful way to bring arts community together for the
benefit of visitors to Whistler......it got our lovely locals engaged
in the Whistler arts scene.

  
Whistler Cooks loved coming to the venues as they knew they
were going to have a great time with staff and guests.

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
Research opportunities to
better track attendees,
satisfaction, and behaviours

Partner or sponsor to help
reduce costs (i.e. wine
sponsor or host hotels)

Increase participation and
engagement with venues

Increase cost-shares as appropriate to
align with awareness, exposure
benefits and stakeholder objectives

Consider ways to promote growth in
future years and inform visitors in
advance

Consider charging participants a small
entry fee, or a fee per tasting


